Truck mounted crane Slickline units - 3 pcs

**Manufacturer**
Maritime Hydraulics

**Truck**
International, 2674 Series

**Engine Power**
Cummins, model N14++; 295 kW / 395 HP diesel, air cooled with electric starting system

**Hydraulic system**
Hydraulic pump: Sauer Sundstrand, model series 90L100; capacity 200 l/min at 2200 RPM
Hydraulic engine: Sauer Sundstrand, model series 90M100 6.1”; Max. pressure 345 bar / 5000 lbs
Control valve: Sauer Sundstrand, model MCH / EDC

**Weight indicator**
Hydraulic - Martin Decker 0 – 2000 lbs
Electronic – RS Corporation 0 – 999999 lbs

**Depth indicator**
Mechanical – Maritime Hydraulics 0 – 999999 m
Electronic – RS Corporation 0 – 999999 m

**First drum capacity**
2.74 mm / 0.108” 6100 m / 20 000 ft

**Second drum capacity**
3.17 mm / 0.125” 6100 m / 20 000 ft

**Crane**
Manufacturer: National Crane
Series: 600C
Capacity: certified for 5 t
Extended length: 22.25 m
Maximum lift radius: 20 m

**Wireline Recorder**
Manufacturer - Reliable Scale Corporation; Data recorded – weight, line speed, depth, time & date

**BOP and Stuffing Box Control Panel**
Max. W.P. – 210 bars / 3000 PSI; Placed in operator’s cab for easy access
Air inlet shut off, spark arrestor, anti – static fan belts fitted

**Dimensions**
11.1 m (L) x 2.5 m (W) x 4.1 m (H); Weight = 22.5 t